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1 Introduction

1.1 This paper seeks to briefly review the background to affordable housing delivery and the
planning system, the policy basis for affordable housing delivery, how this is being interpreted by
local authorities through planning gain and the extent to which viability considerations are taken
into account.

1.2 Affordable housing has arguably assumed a disproportionate importance in relation to planning
gain expectations. This has only been possible as a consequence of a boom market which coincided
with New Labour taking power and the rise in housing land values creating ‘‘surplus values’’,
particularly in London and the South East. Increasing proportions of value are now expected to
be siphoned off by local authorities to contribute towards housing provision which previously was
funded out of general taxation. Is this a reasonable use of the planning system? Can it be sustained
when markets fall? Are the mechanisms emerging to calculate the level of affordable housing
transferable to all local planning authorities, or is this form of intervention so extortionate that it
threatens to harm housing supply and de-rail the government’s objective of expanding supply?

1.3 The national policy background relating to affordable housing is reviewed in Appendix 1.

2 What’s the Problem?

2.1 The three key challenges facing the Government and the planning system identified in the recent
consultation paper ‘‘Planning for Housing Provision,’’ July 20051 are:

• Worsening affordability—One of the consequences of a long-term under-supply of housing
has been worsening affordability, with negative consequences for individuals and the wider
economy.

• Land supply constraints—One of the key constraints on housing delivery is land supply. The
effective supply of appropriate land through the planning system is fundamental to the
successful delivery of the Government’s housing policies.

• Responding to the housing market—At present the planning system tends not to take adequate
account of information about the housing market. This contributes to under-supply of
housing in some areas.

2.2 The effects of deteriorating affordability are well known. This rise in demand for housing has
been driven by an increase in the number of new households, smaller household size and rising
incomes. At the same time, the supply of new housing has fallen. Since the 1960s construction of
housing has fallen from over 300,000 dwellings a year to less than 150,000 a year in England.

2.3 The mismatch between the demand for and supply of housing has been particularly marked
in London and the South East, where prices have risen sharply in recent years. The ‘‘Sustainable
Communities Plan’’ recognised this mismatch and set out long term actions aimed at redressing the
imbalance by delivering more housing supply in areas of high demand.

1 Planning for Housing Provision, Consultation Paper, July 2005 ODPM.
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2.4 The analysis underpinning the ‘‘Barker Review of Housing Supply’’ reinforced the case for a
step-change in supply and greater responsiveness to changes in the housing market. The Review set
out the consequences of continued under-supply for households and for the wider economy.

2.5 Building on analysis presented in the Interim Report2, Kate Barker presented choices for
Government depending on its objectives for housing. The UK has experienced a long-term upward
trend in real house prices, 2.4 per cent per annum over the last 30 years. This has created
problems of affordability. In addition, the volatility of the housing market has exacerbated problems
of macroeconomic instability and has had an adverse effect on economic growth. To improve
macroeconomic stability and deliver greater affordability for individuals, a lower trend in house
prices is desirable. The Barker Review found that in order to deliver a trend in real house prices
of 1.8 per cent per annum, 70,000 houses each year in England might be required in addition
to current annual supply, whilst to bring the real price trend in line with the EU average of 1.1
per cent, the annual housing requirement would be an extra 120,000 houses each year, compared
with the total annual average completions which over the period 1999–2004 have varied between
130,000–140,000 dwellings.

2.6 The Barker Review’s final report sets out a range of policy recommendations for improving the
functioning of the housing market:

• Government should set out a goal for improved market affordability.
• Additional investment building-up to between £1.2 and £1.6 billion per annum will be

required to deliver additional social housing to meet projected future needs.
• Introduction of a Planning-gain Supplement to capture some of the development gains

that landowners benefit from, to ensure that local communities share in the value of
development.

• Establishment of a Regional Planning Executive to provide public advice to the Regional
Planning Body on the scale and distribution of housing required to meet the market
affordability target.

• Introduction of flexibility at the local level through the allocation of additional land in
Local Development Frameworks, with the release of this additional land triggered by market
signals.

• Establishment of a Community Infrastructure Fund to help to unlock some of the barriers
to development.

• Local authorities should be allowed to ‘‘keep’’ the council tax receipts from new housing
developments for a period of time to provide incentives for growth and to meet transitional
costs associated with development.

2.7 A consequence of a long-term under-supply of housing, relative to demand, has been worsening
affordability for households. Against the indicator of house prices to incomes, housing is currently
less affordable now than it was at the height of the housing boom in the early 1990s. Worsening
affordability is an underlying longer term, most acute at peaks in the housing market cycle.

2 Review of Housing Supply—Delivering Stability: Securing our Future Housing Needs, Final Report, Kate Barker, HM Treasury, March
2004.
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2.8 Worsening affordability also has serious consequences for households, individuals and wider
society. Forecast growth in the number of new households is likely to exacerbate the affordability
problem, leading to:

• A wider wealth gap between home-owners and non home-owners, and greater wealth
inequalities in society.

• Aspirant first time buyers unable to enter the housing market or unable to buy until much
later in life.

• Overcrowding due to suppressed household formation.
• Rising numbers of households in temporary accommodation or homeless.
• Constraints on economic growth. Worsening affordability increases wage costs for business,

while differentials in affordability tend to reduce the availability and mobility of labour for
business.

2.9 The Government intends to publish in the autumn3 a draft new ‘‘Planning Policy Statement
on Planning for Housing’’ (‘‘PPS3’’). We are told that it will draw on Planning Policy Guidance
Note (‘‘PPG’’) 3: Housing4 consultation paper ‘‘Planning for Mixed Communities’’ published by
the ODPM in January 2005, the July 2005 consultation paper ‘‘Planning for Housing Provision’’
and the responses to both.

2.10 The new PPS3 will set out the broad national housing planning policy framework, within
which regional planning bodies and local authorities should develop regional spatial strategies and
local development frameworks. Its objective, we are told5 will be to deliver ‘‘new homes at the right
time in the right place’’. The national policy framework promises to reflect the need for flexibility
in planning between urban and rural areas, and in areas experiencing high or low demand. The aim
is that the planning system is used to its maximum effect to ensure the delivery of decent homes that

3 Housing policy: an overview HM Treasury, July 2005.
4 Planning Policy Guidance Note 3: Housing ODPM, 2000.
5 Planning for Housing Provision, Consultation Paper, July 2005 ODPM.
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are well designed, make the best use of land, are energy efficient, make the most of new building
technologies and help to deliver sustainable development.

2.11 In relation to identifying housing land, the proposed new approach will require new ways
of working, both in gathering the new evidence base and in preparing plan policies. It requires
partnership working at every level of planning, but in particular between local authorities and
stakeholders, and between local authorities in the same housing market area. Regional planning
bodies and local authorities will be expected to follow the new approach as soon as practicable after
PPS3 is published in preparing revisions to RSS and reviews of Development Plan Documents.

2.12 The consultation paper sets out the Government’s housing principles and objectives as follows:

‘‘The Government believes that everyone should have the opportunity of a decent home,
which they can afford, within a community in which they want to live and work. To achieve
this, it is necessary to:

• Achieve a better balance between demand and supply by supporting sustainable growth and
reviving weak markets;

• Achieve a step-change in housing supply in areas where homes are needed most whilst
minimising environmental impacts;

• Improve affordability in the housing market;
• Provide for the housing needs of the whole community and facilitate wider housing

opportunity, choice and mixed communities.’’

2.13 The Government’s objectives for housing provision and the housing market are set out in the
‘‘Sustainable Communities Plan’’ (2002)6, ‘‘Homes for All’’ (2005)7, and most recently ‘‘Extending
Home Ownership’’ (2005)8. The Government’s vision is far wider than building homes. It aims
to deliver sustainable development and create sustainable communities. This means providing the
conditions which will generate the infrastructure, jobs, services and sense of place that are necessary to
create communities where people will want to live and stay, now and in the future. The Government
is committed to ensuring a decent home for all, to enable individuals and households to access quality
housing, including social housing for those who need it, more affordable market housing, and a wide
choice at all levels of the market.

2.14 The ODPM five-year strategy ‘‘Homes for All’’ sets out how Government is working towards
sustainable, mixed communities by tackling the different housing challenges and describing the wide
range of policies and programmes in place to achieve long term reform of the housing market. The
difficulty for Government is that unless a ‘‘command’’ economy is introduced, it can only seek to
influence the supply of housing, but cannot dictate the market behaviour of landowners, developers
and purchasers of dwellings. Its scope to control the market and the delivery of new housing,
particularly affordable housing is weak.

2.15 Despite this underlying difficulty, the Government can claim success in recycling brownfield
land and increasing housing densities. Recycling of brownfield land has remained constant at 67 per

6 Sustainable communities: delivering through planning - progress report, ODPM, April 2004.
7 Sustainable Communities: Homes for All, ODPM (January 2005).
8 Extending Home Ownership’ HM Treasury and ODPM, April 2005.
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cent for the last three years, exceeding the national target of 60 per cent by 2008. Housing densities
have increased. After many years of average dwelling densities at 25 dwellings per hectare (‘‘dph’’),
in 2004 densities rose to 39 dph and continue to rise. Increasing housing supply has remained an
intractable problem. In relation to affordable housing supply this is of particular importance as about
44 per cent of all affordable housing acquisitions and completions are delivered by s.106 agreements.
This compares with 23 per cent in 2000/01.

2.16 Research commissioned by the ODPM in 2003 and published earlier this year undertaken by
the University of Cambridge and University of Sheffield9, shows that in 2002/3 just under 12,600
affordable housing units were completed through planning policy, yet 23,700 received planning
permission in the same year. Planning permissions rose by over 25 per cent over the last two
financial years, with completions also rising, but of course lagging behind approvals. Although not
all permissions are implemented, the researchers estimate that affordable housing completions will
rise to about 15,000 per annum, delivered through the planning system in about 18 month’s time.

2.17 Table 1 above shows that despite a lacklustre supply of both total completions and affordable
completions, the number of affordable dwellings has steadily increased in recent years. The Cambridge
and Sheffield research has also demonstrated that only 30 per cent of registered social landlords
(‘‘RSLs’’) are involved with development at all.

2.18 At present, delivery of affordable housing is still greater from non s.106 sites, but in about two
years, on the basis of current trends continuing, provision on s.106 sites will exceed non s.106 sites
in delivering affordable housing as indicated in Table 2.

2.19 The increase in delivery of affordable housing on s.106 sites by RSLs since 2000 has increased
by about 40 per cent, compared with an increase of only 17 per cent on non s.106 sites.

2.20 Table 2 also shows that the number of sites being developed by RSLs with an active development
programme is small, with only an average of four s.106 sites being developed in 2003, each with an
average of 12 dwellings. It will be seen from the table that, although the number of s.106 sites under

Table 1. Total Completions, Total Affordable Completions and s.106 Affordable Completions

1999/001 2000/012 2001/023 2002/034

Total Completions 140,000 133,700 129,900 137,700
Total Affordable Completions 44,226 44,971 32,210 28,835
s.106 Planning Permissions 15,529 14,768 18,480 23,727
(Rise on Previous Year %) (−5%) (25%) (28%)
s.106 Completions 9,244 9,297 10,303 12,592
(Rise on Previous Year %) (1%) (11%) (22%)
s.106 Completions 21% 21% 32% 44%
(% of Total Affordable5)

Source: HIP Data 1998/99–2002/03, Regional Trends 35–38, ODPM Housebuilding Statistics
1 Affordable Housing Secured through the Planning System
2 Affordable Housing Approved through the Planning System
3,4 Affordable Housing Granted Planning Permission 5 including acquisitions
5 including acquisitions

9 Value for Money of Delivering Affordable Housing Through Section 106, ODPM, 2005.
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Table 2. Development Activity: Responses to a Survey of RSLs1

Sites
s.106: Number of
Sites

1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Total Number of
Sites

88 102 118 155

Average per RSL 2.8 2.9 3.5 4.0

100%: Number of
Sites

1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Total Number of
Sites

189 183 183 258

Average per RSL 4.8 4.2 4.3 4.9

Units
s.106: Number of
Units

1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Total Number of
Units

1315 1430 1431 1825

Average per RSL 39.8 37.6 39.8 40.6

100%: Number of
Units

1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Total Number of
Units

3128 3592 3420 3656

Average per RSL 73 75 73 62

1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03
s.106: Units Per Site 15 14 12 12
non-s.106: Units Per
Site

17 20 19 14

Source: The complementary roles of s.106 and SHG in providing additional affordable housing, Joseph
Rowntree Foundation, (Forthcoming). RSL Survey.
1 The total number of sites and units increases over the survey period due to an increasing number of
respondents. Respondents were more able to supply data on the later years of the study period. The average,
however, provides a more stable means for comparison.

development each year is rising, the number of dwellings per site has declined since 1999/00. This
suggests that the RSLs are developing a greater number of smaller sites.

3 Affordable Housing—Tenure

3.1 Table 3 from the Cambridge and Sheffield study, indicates that in 2002/3, 77 per cent of new
build completions and acquisitions were social rented, 15 per cent were shared ownership and 8 per
cent, other, mainly discounted market sales. There are also significant regional variations as shown
in Table 4, with London producing the lowest proportion of social rent, the highest percentage of
shared equity housing and, as might be expected, a very small amount of low cost market housing.
Research for the Joseph Roundtree Foundation is showing that 88 per cent of affordable housing
provided by the planning system is social rented, with small amounts of shared equity and key worker
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Table 3. Tenure by Region for Affordable New Build Completions/Acquisitions 2002/03

RSL Total RSL Other2 Total % Rent % S/O Other
Rent Rent1 S/O

North East 257 277 40 11 328 84 12 3
North West 2,234 2,295 30 397 2,722 84 1 15
Yorks and the 1,190 1,190 111 29 1,330 89 8 2
Humber
East Midlands 1,483 1,490 227 162 1,879 79 12 9
West Midlands 2,337 2,346 174 278 2,798 84 6 10
East of England 2,383 2,388 65 143 2,596 92 3 6
London 5,317 5,365 1,637 375 7,377 73 22 5
South East 3,856 3,879 1,606 663 6,148 63 26 11
South West 2,582 2,597 324 236 3,157 82 10 7

England 21,639 21,827 4,214 2,294 28,335 77 14.9 8.1

1 Total Rent includes a small proportion of LA rented units
2 Other includes discounted open market value, sheltered housing and low cost home ownership. Source:
ODPM HIP data 2002/03

Table 4. Regional analysis of affordable housing completed through s.106

1999/00 % 2000/01 % 2001/02 % 2002/03 %

North East 442 5 290 3 206 2 160 1
North West 550 6 777 8 785 8 733 6
Yorks and the Humber 289 3 336 4 502 5 515 4

North 1,281 14 1,403 15 1,493 15 1,408 11

East Midlands 691 7 778 8 761 7 1,155 9
West Midlands 1,029 11 660 7 985 10 1,117 9

Midlands 1,720 18 1,438 15 1,746 17 2,272 18

East of England 1,194 13 1,103 12 1,511 15 1,780 14
London 1,842 20 1,958 21 1,904 18 3,153 25
South East 2,553 28 2,298 25 2,394 23 2,923 23
South West 654 7 1,097 12 1,255 12 1,056 8

South 6,243 68 6,456 70 7,064 68 8,912 70

England 9,244 100 9,297 100 10,303 100 12,592 100

housing. It appears that RSLs are increasingly establishing subsidiary companies to build market
housing for sale, using the profits to augment housing grant to cross subsidise affordable housing
development.
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Table 5. Funding of affordable units completed through planning policy in England

2000/01

Public Subsidy % No Subsidy % Total

North East 264 91 26 9 290
North West 709 87 108 13 817
Yorkshire and the Humber 247 67 124 33 371
East Midlands 642 67 322 33 964
West Midlands 538 75 184 25 722
East of England 747 73 276 27 −1,023
London 1,174 60 782 40 1,956
South East 2,201 90 236 10 2,437
South West 1,365 98 28 2 1,393

England 7,887 79 2,086 21 9,973

2001/02

Public Subsidy % No Subsidy % Total

North East 148 72 58 28 206
North West 525 67 260 33 785
Yorkshire and the Humber 332 67 166 33 498
East Midlands 438 60 293 40 731
West Midlands 611 62 374 38 985
East of England 1,248 83 262 17 1,510
London 1,337 71 540 29 1,877
South East 2,096 88 296 12 2,392
South West 1,069 85 182 15 1,251

England 7,804 76 2431 24 10,235

2002/03

Public Subsidy % No Subsidy % Total

North East 153 96 7 4 160
North West 492 67 241 33 733
Yorkshire and the Humber 301 58 214 42 515
East Midlands 963 84 177 16 1,140
West Midlands 764 68 353 32 1,117
East of England 1,474 83 306 17 1,780
London 2,745 87 397 13 3,142
South East 2,541 87 382 13 2,923
South West 867 82 189 18 1,056

England 10,300 82 2,260 18 12,560

Source: HIP data, 2000/01–2002/03
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Table 6. Proportion of costs paid by public and private sectors

(a) s.106 sites

Site Public Developer RSL finance2 Type of scheme
Subsidy1 Contribution (%)

(%) (%)

1 28.0 31.7 40.4 All rent
4 0.0 20.7 79.3 All shared ownership
6 36.0 35.7 28.3 All rent

10 34.3 51.5 14.1 Rural exceptions site with
some market units

11 25.4 55.4 19.1 All rent
12 35.2 40.0 24.8 Part rent, part S/O
17 0.0 61.6 38.4 Discounted market sale

(b) Non-s.106 sites

Site Public Developer RSL finance2 Type of scheme
Subsidy1 Contribution (%)

(%) (%)

3 57.0 0.0 43.0 All rent
5 17.4 0.0 82.6 Part rent, part S/O
9 64.6 0.0 35.4 All rent

13 43.8 0.0 56.2 All rent
14 27.4 0.0 72.6 Part rent, part S/O
16 71.2 0.0 28.8 One large house for rent

1 All public subsidy including ADP SHG, LASHG, Safer Communities grant.
2 Borrowing plus receipts from shared ownership sales.

4 Regional pattern of supply through section 106 Agreements

4.1 Again from the Cambridge and Sheffield study, whilst all regions have shown improvement in
supply, the main growth in supply has been in the south of the country where need is greatest in
the light of the gap between house prices and incomes. Interestingly, while provision through the
planning system has been rising, overall affordable housing provision has been falling, confirming that
there is an increasing reliance on the planning system to provide affordable dwellings. The regional
pattern of affordable housing supply, through s106 agreements is shown in Table 6.

5 Public subsidy

5.1 An important component in the delivery of affordable housing is the level of public subsidy
available. The number of affordable housing units completed through planning policy in England
with and without public subsidy is shown in Table 5.

5.2 In 2002/3, 82 per cent of affordable dwellings completed through s.106 agreements benefited
from social housing grant (‘‘SHG’’) and/or Local Authority social housing grant (‘‘LASHG’’). Again
there are regional differences in the extent to which grant has been used to assist in the development
of affordable housing, but no clear pattern can be seen. This has led to a conclusion that there
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is great importance to the extent local authorities negotiate with housebuilders and landowners to
secure affordable housing without grant and that the extent to which grant is available only has a
marginal effect on total provision. Fortified by this, there are now authorities with affordable housing
planning policies that state that affordable housing should be provided without recourse to public
subsidy. Where pressed it would appear that in areas where there is high demand and where high
profits can be made, developers are able to provide affordable housing through cross subsidies from
other market housing development. However there are limits to the extent that this can operate and
the total provision of affordable housing from any site, will be limited to the extent that the whole
development project can effectively cross subsidise the affordable housing.

5.3 As will be seen in Table 5, the number of units completed with public subsidy has increased during
the early ‘‘noughties’’, whilst the units completed without subsidy is less robust, with units being
completed without subsidy rising more slowly. Availability of public subsidy is a key component of
affordable housing built under s.106 agreements.

5.4 The level of public subsidy available is normally only a proportion of the development costs.
Effectively the rationing of subsidy to the point where affordable housing is still delivered, but with
extensive cross subsidy from land value is a complex juggling act, but it appears to work. Build costs
vary from region to region as do the out turn values of the completed housing stock. Costs and values
differ for different types and sizes of housing. These differences make comparisons difficult to assess.
Furthermore land may be held at historic book values or may have been obtained at full value based
on competitive bidding, based on planning policy assumptions which in the interim have changed,
such as target levels for affordable housing doubling from 25 per cent to 50 per cent. Density of
development is also important; generally higher density development which creates more floorspace,
creates more value, but costs rise sharply for housing development over four storeys. Typically, the
public subsidy, where available, will vary between about 25–35 per cent, the developer contribution
being between 30–60 per cent, with the balance being made up from RSL finance comprising
borrowing and sales from shared ownership disposals. This is demonstrated in Table 6 (source ‘‘Value
for Money of Delivering Affordable Housing Through Section 106’’, ODPM, 2005

6 How much affordable housing is it reasonable to expect the planning system to
deliver?

6.1 Since the current government came to power in 1997, there has been a house price boom
across the country. Whilst this came to end in the second half of 2004, the market generally remains
buoyant. In the light of these market conditions, land values, which are a residual output derived
from the development process, have risen strongly. Despite government policy to increase the supply
of planning permissions to encourage house building, it remains difficult to secure planning approvals
and the relative scarcity of housing land has led the development industry to offer greater planning
gain incentives to secure approvals. This process happened in the previous housing boom in the late
1980’s when it became custom and practice to offer increasing amounts of planning gain to obtain
planning approvals, without always having regard to the test of necessity. During the last eight years
the planning system has, like many landowners, been able to ‘‘cash in’’ on this boom. Planning gain
remains subject to review in terms of its purpose and legitimacy and the extent to which it might be
used to secure public benefit from private development. Within this context it is not surprising that
affordable housing delivery through the planning system has been seen as being so important.

6.2 Prior to the current government, affordable housing policies generally sought about 25 per cent
of new housing development to be affordable. There was less concern about tenure balance, pepper
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potting and funding. Life was indeed less complicated; in many instances developers would just write
cheques for undefined off site provision, thereby ensuring their new housing development remained
untainted by the spectre of affordable houses and those who might occupy them.

6.3 Progressively we have witnessed an array of more complex policies emerging seeking higher levels
of affordable housing. In London the Mayor’s London Plan10 was a watershed, legitimising higher
affordable housing targets. During the preparation of the Plan, The Three Dragons and Nottingham
Trent University were commissioned by the GLA to develop an affordable housing model. This was
instrumental in seeking to justify an aspirational policy based target of 50 per cent affordable housing
across London. There was concern within central Government that the introduction of such a high
target would cause a reduction in the overall supply of housing across the capital if such a policy
were to be adopted, there was also concern as to whether the model could be used to justify levels of
affordable housing at a Borough level. Whilst research undertaken by Atisreal Weatherall concluded
that the model had severe limitations in terms of justifying policy, with some modifications, it would
prove worthwhile as an appraisal tool to assist in determining the level of affordable housing that
might be justified on a site by site basis.

6.4 The difficulty of using an appraisal model to justify a sub-regional planning policy for affordable
housing arises due to the great variability of housing markets across the sub region. Even within
each London Borough there are great variations in their socio economic characters; these result in
different housing demands and consequent sale values for the local housing stock.

6.5 The broad policy expectation for delivery of affordable housing in the Mayor’s London Plan is
as follows:

‘‘Policy 3A.7 Affordable housing targets

UDP policies should set an overall target for the amount of affordable housing provision over the plan
period in their area, based on an assessment of all housing needs and a realistic assessment of supply. In
setting targets boroughs should take account of regional and local assessments of need, the Mayor’s strategic
target for affordable housing provision that 50 per cent of provision should be affordable and, within that,
the London-wide objective of 70 per cent social housing and 30 per cent intermediate provision, and the
promotion of mixed and balanced communities. They should take account of the most robust available
assessment of housing capacity, and of potential sources of supply, such as:

• local authority developments, including estate renewals
• Registered Social Landlords’ developments
• low-cost market housing, where it can be shown to be affordable
• private residential development negotiations secured through planning agreements or conditions
• vacant properties brought back into use
• provision from non-self-contained accommodation.’’

6.6 In the explanatory memorandum to this policy, the text states that affordable housing targets
should be sensitive to the economic and social circumstances of different parts of London. The
Mayor has set the overall strategic framework for establishing borough-level targets to provide a
consistent basis for seeking affordable housing and for estimating future levels of provision. The

10 The London Plan—the Mayor’s Spatial Development Strategy, GLA, 2004.
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London Boroughs have the responsibility to set an overall target for the amount of affordable housing
provision over the plan period in their area. In addition the London Plan encourages Boroughs to
seek to achieve a range of types of affordable housing and an appropriate balance between social
and intermediate housing, having regard to the circumstances of their area, and to the Mayor’s
London-wide assessment of the need for a 70:30 balance.

6.7 Policy 3A.8 sets out the policy for negotiating affordable housing in individual private residential
and mixed-use schemes as follows:

‘‘Boroughs should seek the maximum reasonable amount of affordable housing when negotiating on
individual private residential and mixed-use schemes, having regard to their affordable housing targets
adopted in line with policy 3A.7, the need to encourage rather than restrain residential development and
the individual circumstances of the site. Targets should be applied flexibly, taking account of individual
site costs, the availability of public subsidy and other scheme requirements.’’

6.8 It will be evident that in estimating provision from private residential or mixed-use developments,
boroughs should take into account economic viability and the most effective use of private and public
investment, including use of financial contributions. The explanatory memorandum indicates that
the development control toolkit developed by the Three Dragons and Nottingham Trent University
is one mechanism that will help. Boroughs should take account of the individual circumstances of
the site, the part of the borough in which the site lies, the availability of public subsidy and other
scheme requirements. The determination of the affordable housing requirements for a specific site
needs to have regard to the borough targets set within the framework of policy 3A.7 on the basis of
maximising the potential for affordable housing.

6.9 The London Plan recognises that there will be some variability to the extent that sites might
be capable of achieving an ‘‘overall 50 per cent London-wide affordable housing target’’. The Plan
also recognises that in most cases, some level of subsidy will be necessary to achieve the maximum
out-turn.

6.10 The London Plan is clear that the Mayor wishes to encourage, not restrain residential
development and boroughs are encouraged to take a reasonable and flexible approach on the delivery
of affordable housing on a site-by-site basis. Draft Supplementary Planning Guidance was published
by the GLA in December 200411 to give guidance on the application and implementation of the
housing policies in the London Plan. The final SPG is due to be published in September 2005.

6.11 The draft GLA SPG advises boroughs that they should consider the economic viability of the
preferred outcome, the potential of the value of the site to contribute to funding the cost of affordable
housing provision and the availability of public subsidy to support affordable housing, in accordance
with the requirement set in circular 6/98,12 para.17, to ensure that s.106 requirements do not make
a scheme unviable. The draft SPG recognises that where costs are relatively high, and/or sale values
are relatively low, particularly in some inner London Boroughs like Newham or Tower Hamlets, the
potential for site value to support affordable housing provision may be limited. Conversely, where
sales values are high, the requirement for direct subsidy may be limited as the required affordable
housing output may be fundable, primarily if not entirely from site value.

11 Affordable Housing, The London Plan (Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London) Draft Supplementary Planning Guidance, July
2004.
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6.12 In undertaking an economic viability assessment of a specific housing outcome, the guidance
requires boroughs to take into account the impact of any planning obligations sought for benefits other
than affordable housing, recognising that requirements for contributions to schools, environmental
improvements, transport or social infrastructure, may limit the affordable housing outturn. The
guidance helpfully advises boroughs in assessing the economic viability of a specific outcome, to
make realistic assumptions as to the availability of social housing grant based on early discussion
and agreement with the Housing Corporation. Such discussions should normally involve a housing
association, co-operative or other developer, which is eligible to receive social housing grant. Where
grant is required to achieve a specific outcome, the local authority should seek to confirm grant
availability before concluding a s.106 agreement with the applicant.

6.13 The guidance also refers to the toolkit developed with the support of the Housing Corporation,
to assist both boroughs and applicants in assessing the extent to which site value can support a range
of affordable housing options. The Affordable Housing Development Control toolkit, developed
by Three Dragons and the Centre for Residential Development at Nottingham Trent University,
has been made available to London boroughs and for purchase by other parties from the GLA.
The toolkit is updated by the GLA on an annual basis to incorporate updated costs. The draft SPG
advises that there is no requirement to use this specific toolkit to undertake the economic viability
of a specific scheme, and other forms of financial appraisal may be appropriate. However, where
planning applications for residential development are referred to the Mayor, proposals are considered
in relation to the strategic target of 50 per cent market provision, 35 per cent social housing provision
and 15 per cent intermediate provision, on a private residential or mixed use site, and should be
based on a comprehensive economic viability assessment, submitted to the local planning authority.

6.14 The draft GLA guidance recognises that the availability of social housing grant will generally be
a critical factor in determining the viability of a scheme. The Housing Corporation has made it clear
that for social housing grant to be considered for a scheme involving a s.106 contribution, a financial
appraisal is required to demonstrate that grant is required to achieve the desired policy outcome.
The financial appraisal should be undertaken before any application to the Housing Corporation
for grant is made and before any decision in relation to a planning application, which includes a
requirement for affordable housing provision is taken, otherwise there is a risk that a scheme may
not be deliverable.

6.15 Recently, more aggressive affordable housing policies have been introduced further ratcheting
up the financial burden carried by landowners and developers. In Oxford for example, the first
draft City Council’s Local Plan12 contained a policy seeking 50 per cent affordable housing plus
a further 20 per cent key worker supplement. On advice from GOSE this was dropped, but this
did not prevent the Inspector recommending that a draft policy requiring commercial development,
in addition to housing contributing to affordable housing supply13 was required. In Cambridge,
following the example in Oxford, the draft development plan similarly seeks a policy (draft Policy
5/6)14 requiring an affordable housing contribution from employment development. In both cases it
is not yet clear how much additional affordable housing such a policy might be expected to yield
in terms of additional housing. In Oxford the development plan is yet to be adopted and both

12 First Draft Oxford Local Plan 2001–2016 The First Draft Oxford Local Plan 2001-2016 was the first stage in the Local Plan review process
and was the result of two and a half years of public consultation, beginning in Nov 1999.

13 Inspector’s Report to the Local Plan Public Inquiry, received on February 8, 2005.
14 Cambridge Local Plan Redeposit Draft, Cambridge City Council, Oct 2004.
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authorities propose to formulate supplementary planning advice on how the policy will operate.
There is the risk in these cities that developers promoting mixed use development may be asked to
contribute twice to affordable housing, taking the aspirational target above 50 per cent.

6.16 Other measures which will impact on viability include limiting service charge contributions
from affordable housing. Under such an arrangement, effectively the occupiers of market housing
comprising part of the development effectively take on a long-term open-ended responsibility to cross
subsidise the occupiers of affordable housing. In Bristol, for example, service charge contributions
are capped at £300 per annum, subject to annual increases linked to the Retail Price Index15.

6.17 The way in which the policy-drift towards increasing levels of affordable housing being sought
from market housing is demonstrated in the Cambridge sub region. The East of England Regional
Assembly (‘‘EERA’’) Draft East of England Plan (‘‘RSS’’)16, November 2004, indicates affordable
housing must constitute 30 per cent of housing supply in all local authority areas, although the
overall aspiration is to secure at least 40 per cent where housing stress warrants higher provision. By
comparison, Cambridgeshire County Council and Peterborough City Council approved a Structure
Plan in November 2003, which makes reference to at least 40 per cent affordable housing provision.
South Cambridgeshire District Council, is working towards 50 per cent and also a further affordable
housing contribution from employment allocations in its emerging Local Development Framework
with Draft Area Action Plans for three of the major development areas around Cambridge including
the Eastern and Southern Fringes and the proposed new town at Northstowe. Furthermore, in
the Cambridge case there is no agreement between advisors on the amount of affordable housing
that should be sought. Whilst the City’s Housing Needs Survey indicated that the requirement for
affordable housing in Cambridge City (734 units per annum over five years) is sufficient to justify
an affordable housing target of 50 per cent, a further study recommends the headline target figure
should be 40 per cent, albeit for the Cambridge sub-region.

6.18 Concerning the representations made by GO-East on the East of England Plan (RSS), it would
appear that the Government Office has doubts whether it would be appropriate to set affordable
targets at other than the local level, at which affordable housing is to be delivered. The representations
stated:

‘‘Draft policy SS13 also requires all local authorities to have a minimum target of 30% affordable
housing undermines the important principle that local targets should be based on local housing
needs assessments. While RSS might have a role in proposing targets across sub-regional
housing markets, a region-wide minimum district level target may go too far. It will be for
local housing needs assessments to test whether this minimum is necessarily appropriate on a
district-by-district basis. (Reps by GO East on the Cambridge sub region (CSR 1-5),)’’

6.19 Despite the apparent view that a district-by-district assessment is needed for affordable housing
supply, but subject to a minimum of 30 per cent, the Government Office toys with the notion
that. . . ‘‘The EIP could consider whether there may be merit in the RSS including different policy
or non-policy reference targets for affordable and possibly intermediate/key worker housing in
each of the RHS sub-regions.’’ This distinction between the various forms of affordable housing,
is a serious consideration since the extent to which the ‘‘tenure balance’’ is skewed towards social

15 Supplementary Planning Guidance to the Bristol Local Plan, May 2002 adopted in January 2001 Published May 2002.
16 East of England Plan—Draft revision to the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the East of England, 2004.
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rented affordable housing will render the provision of affordable housing harder to achieve in
terms of deliverability from the developer’s and landowner’s perspectives. This is a matter that
has frequently been overlooked, but needs to be defined in terms of policy targets as much
as the ‘‘headline’’ percentage figures. This is now recognised in para.9 of Planning for Mixed
Communities—Consultation Paper17.

‘‘9. Local development documents should contain policies on affordable housing. Reflecting
the different housing market circumstances across the country, these may be policies to
deliver additional affordable housing and/or improvements in the quality of existing affordable
housing. Where a local planning authority has identified the need for additional affordable
housing provision, it should set out in its local development documents:

• what is affordable housing across the plan area in terms of the relationship between local
income levels and house prices or rents for particular types of household;

• the proportions of social-rented and intermediate housing to be provided (in the context of
paragraph 7);

• the amount of affordable housing (as a proportion of the net housing provision) that will
be sought on sites for residential development (including mixed-use development where
there is a residential component) above a specified site-size threshold (in terms of number
of dwellings or hectares) - refer to paragraphs 10 and 11;

• the size and type of affordable housing required;
• the form of in kind contribution that will be sought (for example free serviced land or a

specified contribution towards build costs) and where appropriate, the financial contribution
that will be sought towards the provision of affordable housing elsewhere in the plan area -
refer to paragraph 12; and

• the circumstances where the amount of affordable housing to be sought will be different
from the norm (for example between city centre, market town or rural area), or related to
different site-size thresholds, or where no affordable housing contribution will be sought
(for example accommodation for students or for particular parts of the plan area).’’

7 Employment development and affordable housing

7.1 A worrying trend that may be emerging is the suggestion that employment development should
contribute towards affordable housing. The additional cost burden and uncertainty of such a policy
would cause unwelcome commercial property market effects. Potential growth would tend to be
attracted elsewhere, or to existing offices artificially inflating the values of the existing employment
stock.

7.2 The only significant example where a planning authority has resolved to grant planning
permission incorporating a requirement that there should be a contribution towards affordable
housing, is adjacent to Canary Wharf, in the London Borough of Tower Hamlets’ administrative
area. This was in 2004. The proposal was for the mixed use development of Columbus Tower
which is yet to be built. The proposed development would be 239m high comprising a 63-storey
mixed-use tower at the western end of West India Quay at Canary Wharf. Columbus Tower
would provide a mix of office, hotel, restaurant and retail space comprising a total of 93,423 m2

17 Planning for Mixed Communities—Consultation Paper—Draft Revisions to Planning Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3), January 2005.
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(1,005,596 ft2). This proposed development is unlike forms of mixed-use development that might
realistically be contemplated in almost any urban area in the UK. Consultants were appointed by
LB Tower Hamlets in December 2003 to consider the impacts of the proposal, with regard to
potential planning obligations. The Committee Report advised that this proposal would employ
approximately 1,500 additional office workers, and about 2,100 overall. The consultants considered
that both the office and hotel employees will, in large part be unable to afford market housing to rent
or buy and were also considered to be ‘‘new workers’’ in that the proposal will provide a net addition
to London’s stock of such floor space. The report considered that extra employees would be drawn
into the area by the proposal and this would generate an extra need for affordable housing, which
would need to be provided off site. A contribution of £1,000,000 was sought for off site affordable
housing to mitigate the alleged impact. In the London Borough of Tower Hamlets UDP, there are
no requirements for affordable housing contributions from employment development. Neither are
there requirements in the Mayor’s London Plan for contributions towards affordable housing from
employment development. A putative proposal for such contributions was considered at the draft
stage of the Plan, but withdrawn following objections from the Government Office for London.

7.3 There is a serious risk that were a planning policy regime to be introduced more generally
requiring incoming employers and local employers expanding their businesses to contribute to
affordable housing supply, the likely consequence will be that such employers, in the short term
would seek to acquire pre-existing employment premises resulting in significant market distortions.
These would increase the rental and capital values of existing good quality employment stock, to
the detriment of the market for new development. This would cause hardship to some existing
businesses. By contrast, new employment space would be likely to be occupied by indigenous firms
without expansion plans, simply relocating to such new development. Such policies are likely to be
self-defeating, resulting in a reduction of the level of economic growth that the otherwise would
have been delivered. It might be that such business might then after initial occupation, seek to
either sell their businesses or transfer their interests in the new development to companies seeking to
expand or moving into the area, thereby avoiding such a policy requirement altogether.

7.4 There is no evidence base that would indicate a causal relationship between employment
development and affordable housing need. Indeed the evidence suggests that there is no significant or
readily quantifiable link. Despite this, the Oxford Local Plan Inspector was satisfied that employment
development should contribute to affordable housing provision and the modifications to the plan
continue to include this policy. In the draft Local Plan for Cambridge a similar draft policy is
included. This will be considered later this autumn in the Local Plan Inquiry.

7.5 It will be apparent that there is the risk of cumulative affordable housing being required where
large-scale mixed-use housing and employment proposals are concerned. The delivery of affordable
housing would simply be unaffordable.

8 Financial Appraisal

8.1 It is clear that the planning system now expects that developers and planning authorities should
negotiate the provision of affordable housing using financial appraisals. In undertaking research for
the Government Office for London in 2001 in relation to using financial appraisal models, the
general response from planning officers in London was that, whilst they could see the value in using
appraisal models, they were concerned that planners generally were not well equipped to deal with
financial modelling. Recent experience in London would suggest that there is still generally a poor
understanding as to how development appraisals should be constructed, whether the assumptions
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behind the models are realistic and the extent to which the input variables properly reflect market
conditions. In London the GLA’s Affordable Housing Unit provides guidance to metropolitan
borough planning departments in the use of the GLA’s ‘‘toolkit model’’ derived from the earlier
work of the Three Dragons and Nottingham Trent University. To be effective, these models need
to be frequently up dated to take account of changes in building costs, which the GLA does by
annually updating the default building costs on a borough-by-borough basis.

8.2 In relation to planning authorities outside Greater London, affordable housing models are as yet
generally non-existent. This means that to the extent that viability is an issue, bespoke appraisals are
generally prepared by applicants to demonstrate the level of affordable housing that can be supported
by proposals. These are frequently the subject of analysis by other consultants, as the expertise
required is not normally available in-house. There are no uniform appraisal methodologies. Even
amongst housebuilders, each has its own approach to defining profitability. The lack of a standard
appraisal methodology can lead to confusion and misunderstanding. Furthermore many applicants
consider their financial appraisal to be commercially sensitive and are unprepared to discuss viability
on an open book basis. This is understandable, but can lead to an impasse in seeking to determine
the extent to which affordable housing can be delivered.

8.3 Furthermore even the GLA’s toolkit model, which is now well developed, does not easily
accommodate other planning gain costs, cannot comfortably deal with mixed use development and
cannot accommodate large phased developments where more complex cash flow appraisal models
are needed. The GLA toolkit is therefore best suited to small-scale, single-phase, straightforward
housing developments.

8.4 Ultimately, the cost burden of affordable housing delivered through the planning system is a
form of variable land tax. The incidence of the tax falls on the landowner, rather than the developer.
Thus, to the extent that affordable housing is subsidised, the subsidy is met through a reduction in
land value. This then begs the question: ‘‘How much value should the landowner be entitled to
retain?’’ In the case of land coming forward for redevelopment, the value on redevelopment must of
course exceed the existing use value, or else the land will not be brought forward for development.
In the case of greenfield releases, agricultural land may typically have a freehold vacant possession
value of say £5,000 per ha. This might rise to over £5,000,000 per ha with the benefit of planning
permission for a conventional housing scheme, without the need for affordable housing on the site
and without other planning obligation requirements. Should the landowner be prepared to accept
only say £1,000,000 per ha, on the basis that the value of the land with planning permission is derived
from a decision of the local community? Whatever the value deemed to be appropriate, the planning
system is effectively making a judgement about the residual value of the landowner’s estate. The
difficulty with this is that there may be a mis-match between the landowner’s aspirations and those of
the planning authority. Indeed instinctively planning officers will not normally be overly concerned
with matters of land valuation, particularly in framing affordable housing policies. Similarly, planning
officers tend not to be generally aware of the effect that changing the tenure balance can have on
viability and importantly the level of SHG that might be available (if any). With large developments,
phased over many years, which may be major contributors to sub-regional housing provision, there
may be a lack of appreciation as to the high initial costs of infrastructure works necessary before any
market housing can be constructed and sold. These costs can erode profitability and residual land
values, before any subsidy can be contemplated for affordable housing and other planning gain.

8.5 If the residual land value after the deduction of the planning gain costs, including the cross
subsidy of affordable housing is too great, there may be a tendency for land to be held back from
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development in the expectation of future political change or market improvement. In that event in
common with other interventionist strategies the result is that less market and affordable housing is
brought forward.

8.6 The danger with placing such a heavy reliance on the property market to deliver affordable
housing has yet to be recognised. There is a mis-match between longer term planning policy and the
capriciousness of the housing market which can change quite rapidly. For example, on 20th August
2005, the Financial Times warned that British net housing wealth had fallen for the first time in a
decade because of rising mortgage debt and falling house prices. The net wealth tied up in British
homes fell by more than £60bn in the second quarter of 2005. It occurred because falling house
prices wiped close to £40bn off the value of the housing stock and total mortgage debt rose by over
£20bn. The last time net housing wealth fell was in the fourth quarter of 1995. The consequence
of news like this is to make householders wary about investing in housing, house prices fall as
developers face declining demand and sales. Developments then become less able to afford the cross
subsidy required to part finance the supply of affordable housing and land values tumble. In such a
scenario, the planning system needs to recognise the limits of the market to deliver high levels of
affordable housing. Policies need to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate both strong and weak
housing markets. Those operating affordable housing policies in development control need to be
equally aware of prevailing market conditions.

9 Conclusions

9.1 Increasing levels of affordable housing have been secured through s.106 agreements over the
last five years. Government may regard this as a successful use of planning powers. However there
remains, at the time of writing at least, a lack of guidance concerning the negotiation procedure. The
process is generally workable and successful in terms of the units now being provided as a proportion
of the total.

9.2 In the longer term it is unlikely that the affordable housing supply delivered by s.106 agreements
over the last few years will be maintained unless there are increases in the level of public subsidies that
are awarded by central government. Given the two-year rolling programme for delivering SHG this
looks unlikely. Abolition of LASHG has implications for affordable housing delivery if not replaced
by other subsidies.

9.3 Other planning gain contributions in addition to subsidies expected from affordable housing
impact on viability and the extent to which affordable housing can be delivered.

9.4 Enhanced affordable housing delivery in recent years has been facilitated through benign market
conditions. These are unlikely to be maintained in the long term and particularly if there is a sustained
decline in the housing market. Affordable housing policies therefore need to maintain flexibility to
accommodate changes in market conditions.

9.5 On the basis that there is a desire to maintain the current broad average tenure balance with
about 75 per cent social rent and current levels of SHG, a long term expectation is that the planning
system might yield on average, about 30% affordable housing, as a realistic expectation. At that level,
as demonstrated by research carried out recently for the Housing Corporation, the stigma effects on
the value of market housing are unlikely to arise.

9.6 The current policy environment is set to change with PPS3 and give greater clarity on
the role of planning agreements associated with housebuilding. The Barker Review advocated
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three levels of contribution, comprising scaled down planning gain contributions through s.106
agreements, a planning gain supplement to capture windfall gains to landowners and affordable
housing contributions. The role of on site provision within such a system is not clear. Ultimately,
all of these contributions would need to be met from value generated by development proposals.
Importantly, after setting the amount of cross subsidy implicit in the affordable housing negotiations,
there still needs to be a sufficient incentive for the landowner to offer land into the market.

9.7 The process looks likely to remain intractably complicated in the short term as the existing and
emerging planning policies at the local level will need to interface with future changes in planning
gain. Is it getting more complicated? Undoubtedly.
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APPENDIX 1

Affordable Housing—is it affordable?

National Policy Background

By way of policy background, the documents requiring consideration at National Government level
are:

• Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development
• Planning Policy Guidance 3: Housing (2000)
• Circular 6/98: Planning and Affordable Housing (2000)
• Planning for Mixed Communities—Consultation Paper—Draft Revisions to Planning

Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3)

Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development

PPS1 at para.16 states that Development Plans should promote development that creates socially
inclusive communities, including suitable mixes of housing. Plan policies should seek to reduce social
inequalities, address accessibility to housing, and take into account the needs of all the community,
including particular requirements relating to age, sex, ethnic background, religion, disability or
income.

Planning Policy Guidance 3: Housing (2000)

PPG3 sets out current Government guidance on housing, including affordable housing. The first
paragraph advises that it is the Government’s intention that everyone should have the opportunity
of a decent home and that housing should not reinforce social distinctions. Key objectives included
in para.2 are that Local Planning Authorities (‘‘LPAs’’) should plan to meet the needs of the whole
community including those who need affordable housing. There should be wider choice in housing
with a better mix of size, type and location to seek to create mixed communities. These objectives
are reiterated and expanded in paras 9–11, adding that it is not accepted that some types of housing
make bad neighbours and that new housing development should avoid creating large areas with
similar housing characteristics.

Paragraph 14 states that the needs of an area for a mix of housing types, including affordable housing,
is a material consideration that needs to be taken into account when formulating a development
plan. Where an up-to-date housing needs survey shows a need for affordable housing, Local Plans
should include a policy seeking affordable housing.

Paragraph 15 states that Local Plan policies should: define affordability based on the relationship
between local income levels and house prices/rents for different types of households; indicate how
many homes are needed, including different types of housing; identify suitable areas and sites where
affordable housing will be sought. Thus viability matters are material planning considerations for the
purpose of defining the type and extent of housing supply.

Decisions about the amount and type of affordable housing to be provided as part of individual
proposals should be a matter of agreement between the LPA and developers reflecting local need
and individual site suitability. The objective is to ensure it will contribute towards meeting a need
identified by a rigorous assessment, in accordance with para.16.
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Circular 6/98: Planning and Affordable Housing (2000)

Circular 6/98 sets out the Government’s objectives and advice specifically relating to affordable
housing. The Circular begins by reiterating some of the key objectives found in PPG3; a community’s
need for affordable housing is a material planning consideration; LPAs have a responsibility to allocate
sufficient land for housing; a mix of housing should be provided in accordance with identified needs;
where the identified need includes affordable housing, Local Plans should include policies for the
provision of affordable housing to create mixed and inclusive communities.

Where a need for affordable housing is demonstrated, para.9 requires that Local Plans define
affordability in a way that will last for the life of the plan, through the relationship between incomes
and market housing rather than a particular price or rent. The total amount of affordable housing
sought should be set as a target, either a number or a percentage. Paragraph 4 notes that affordable
housing should not favour particular tenures.

Paragraph 10 discusses what needs to be taken into account when deciding which sites are suitable
for an element of affordable housing. This is made up of two considerations, the first being site
suitability. The established provincial threshold is 25 units, however the paragraph goes on to say
that it might be appropriate in exceptional circumstances to lower the threshold, including within
Inner London (but this should not go below the 15 dwellings or 0.5ha). In such cases, this must
be justified through the local plan process which must take into account: the accessibility to local
facilities, services and public transport, whether there will be any particular costs associated with the
site development and whether the provision of affordable housing would prejudice other planning
objectives of importance to the local area. Sites smaller than housing developments of 15 dwellings
or 0.5ha are not considered suitable for providing affordable housing.

The second consideration for deciding which sites are suitable to include an element of affordable
housing is the need to secure an appropriate housing development, including a mix of housing such
as that suitable for families and smaller households, and the need for care in determining the overall
amount of affordable housing and its subsequent management.

However, para.13 notes that in some cases the amount of affordable housing needed will be greater
than can be provided by public investment and on allocated sites, in which case an element of
affordable housing should also be sought from windfall sites.

The guidance notes that if the affordable housing is transferred to a Registered Social Landlord
(‘‘RSL’’), no further controls of affordability or eligibility should be required. However, where
this does not occur, clear and unambiguous controls are necessary. The detailed mix of affordable
housing should be applied relatively flexibly, except where it would fail to contribute towards
meeting identified needs.

Paragraph 22 notes that, in some cases, where the LPA and developer agree it may be appropriate for
a financial contribution in lieu of on-site provision, this should be used to secure affordable housing
that would otherwise not be provided. This provision should not be used to secure affordable housing
from unsuitable sites such as those below the threshold.

Influencing the Size, Type and Affordability of Housing—Consultation Paper relating
to the review of Planning Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3) Housing (July 2003)

PPG3 is currently being reviewed, with draft revisions published and consulted on during 2003.
The consultation draft has no formal status. Many of the changes in the consultation draft relate to
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affordable housing, and the changes would replace sections of PPG3 relating to affordable housing,
and replace Circular 6/98.

The changes place greater emphasis on the need for up-to-date needs assessments at both regional
and local level. Specific mention is made of both the needs assessment of affordability, and also other
special needs groups. Greater detail is given about what should be included in Local Plan policies in
para.6, including defining affordable housing for identified groups such as key workers.

Paragraph 9 specifically states that affordable housing should not make development unviable taking
account of the costs of bringing development forward including competing land uses, the availability
of public subsidy, the need for development to be attractive to lenders and avoiding prescription of
tenure. Paragraph 12 adds that a failure to provide affordable housing on site may be justified where
developers can demonstrate that the particular site constraints or other plan requirements would
make its provision unviable.

Paragraph 10 advises that affordable housing should not normally be sought on sites of less than 15
units of 0.5ha, but that where it is, this should be sought through the development plan process,
having regard to: the size and type of sites likely to come forward as identified through a Housing
Capacity Study; and the contribution such sites can make towards meeting the affordable housing
target. Paragraph 11 adds that, in particular, plans seeking affordable housing from smaller sites should
demonstrate that this would result in an increase in affordable housing and it would not have a
detrimental effect on the delivery of housing overall.

Paragraph 13 removes the advice that the requirement for a payment in lieu should not be used
for sites which are lower than the threshold set out elsewhere in the document. It states that the
circumstances where on-site provision would not be required should be set out in the Local Plan
and include circumstances where: affordable housing would be better provided by bringing existing
buildings back into use or another site would improve housing mix and choice, or where on site
management by RSLs would be difficult.

Paragraph 14 also differs from existing guidance by stating that, where it is desirable to secure
affordable housing for particular groups, either initially or in perpetuity, this should also be included
in the Local Plan.

On January 24, 2005 The Minister of State for Housing and Planning, Mr Keith Hill issued a further
statement. The substance of the Minister’s speech was that in the light of the consultation and post
consultation discussions arising from the July 2003 consultation, the Government considered that
there was as yet no consensus view amongst practitioners about how best to plan to achieve an
appropriate mix of housing in an area.

Planning for Mixed Communities—Consultation Paper—Draft Revisions to Planning
Policy Guidance 3 (PPG3) Housing (January 2005)

A further consultation document relating to revising PPG3 was released in January 2005. This
consultation draft has no formal status, but the changes in guidance proposed should be given some
weight as it does indicate the direction of government policy. This consultation draft also assumes
the cancellation of Circular 6/98, and the text would replace existing paras 9–17 and update and
amend Annexes C and D of the existing PPG3.

These revisions also establish sustainable communities as a cornerstone objective, requiring a wide
range of decent housing, which is socially inclusive and meets the needs of households of different
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sizes, ages and income. The government reiterates that it does not accept that some types of housing
make bad neighbours. Greater emphasis is placed on preparing a robust evidence base at a regional
and local level on the nature and demand for different types of housing, and taking account of the
needs of all sectors of the community. This evidence should then inform policy making, which
needs to clearly set out what is expected. However, at planning application stage, the individual
circumstances of a site and market housing conditions will be a material consideration, which also
informs negotiations.

Paragraph 7 requires local development documents to include the ‘‘broad balance’’ of household
types to be provided across the plan area over the plan period. This should include the balance of
housing to be affordable and market housing, and policies for special needs groups. Paragraph 8 notes
that all sites should contribute to the creation of mixed communities, but will not be expected to
replicate the mix exactly.

Paragraph 9 requires local development documents to: define affordable housing in terms of the
relationship between local income levels and the cost of market housing for particular types of
housing; proportions of social rented and intermediate housing; the amount of affordable housing
that will be sought, and from which sites; the size and type of affordable housing required; the form
of the contribution; and the circumstances where different requirements will apply.

Paragraph 12 clarifies that affordable housing should usually be provided on site, but development
plans should set out where this will not be the case. Paragraph 10 notes that in setting these policies,
the likely development potential, competing land uses and the availability of public subsidy should
be taken into account.

Paragraph 11 lowers the threshold to 15 units or 0.5ha for the whole country. It also notes that an
LPA might wish to seek a lower threshold where it has ‘‘high levels of need that cannot be met
on larger sites alone and/or where the majority of housing supply comes from smaller sites’’. In
justifying this, the LPA should take the economics of provision, the impact on the delivery of the
housing target and the objective of sustainable communities into account.

Paragraph 14 states that policies on affordable housing can be applied to sites below the site size
threshold when they are capable of delivering more housing than proposed or where they form part
of a larger development.

A number of proposed definitions are proposed for inclusion in Annex C of PPG3. There is now a
clear distinction between affordable housing and intermediate housing and market housing.

Sustainable Communities: Homes for All (ODPM January 2005)

This is concerned with the future intentions of Government towards ensuring the provision of decent
affordable homes in successful communities. It states that sustainable communities offer a sufficient
range, diversity, affordability and accessibility of housing within a balanced housing market.
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